
Hackney 

Owner?

Hackney 

Driver?

FHDC? SEBC? Response                                                                                         Appendix 5

yes yes yes Declined stage 1 alignment as feels that both councils should be aligned fully including liveries

yes yes yes Agreed the fair alignment and felt it was time for an increase due to rising costs

no yes yes Agreed the fair alignment and is a part time driver

no yes yes Agreed the fair alignment and rents a hackney vehicle, feels that the public should have one tariff

yes yes yes Declined Stage 1 alignment but made no comment

yes yes yes Agreed with the fair alignment and feels any increases should be in line with inflation

yes yes yes Agreed the fair alignment but made no comment

no no yes Agreed the fair alignment but made no comment

yes yes yes Declined the Stage 1 alignment as feels the increases should not reflect just an alignment but all of the costs 

for the vehicle and to the owner should be considered

yes yes yes Declined stage 1 as felt all the alignments should be done in one stage including fees and liveries

yes yes yes Agreed alignment as costs are rising for the drivers and vehicle owners and feels the gap between the 

councils are too far apart

yes yes yes Agreed alignment and felt this should have been done a long time ago as the gap between the councils are so 

far apart

yes yes yes no comment either way

yes yes yes Does not agree with the changes as the first mile increase is quite high, cannot suggest a way to change this 

and does not agree with charging for pets

yes yes yes Agrees with the alignment

yes yes yes Agrees with the alignment and any increase due to the rising running costs

yes yes yes Agrees with the alignment but not the timings. Wants the luggage charge to be scrapped

yes yes yes Agrees with the alignment

yes yes yes Agrees with the alginment and any increase due to the rising running costs

yes yes yes Agrees with the alignment and feels it is fair

yes yes yes Agrees with the alignment and fees it is fair

no no yes Doesn’t drive a hackney so does not affect them

no no yes Agrees with the alginment  

no yes yes Doesn’t agree with alignment and comments on bag charge and soilage feeling that police and council should 

enforce

no no yes Agrees with the alignment

no no yes no comment either way

17 Agrees, 4 SEBC 13 FHDC

6 against for various reasons, 1 SEBC 5 FHDC

3 no comment either way


